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Did you know:
Over 5 million people go to work in a Cintas uniform every day.

Relationship Driven Service

You can rely on Cintas for uniform quality, durability and style. And you can count on your Representative to make sure you’re happy with your uniforms and service.

To learn more about Cintas uniform rental, Call 1.800.CINTAS1
Durability with Distinction
935 Cintas Comfort Shirt

The Cintas Comfort Shirt® is specifically designed for year-round work and wear and constructed from Cintas ComfortFLEX™, a breathable 65/35 poly/cotton blend. Available in long and short sleeve. Imported. Sizes: S-4XL. Extended sizes available.

935 Available Colors

Solid Color
- White (00)
- Burgundy (16)
- Charcoal (33)
- Tan (60)
- Dark Blue (19)
- Navy (20)
- Lt Gray (30)
- Lt Blue (80)

Color Stripe
- Gray & White (31)

Micro-Pattern
- Blue/Gray (38)
- Navy/Blue Slate (22)
- Tan (63)
Did you know

The new WOW Shirt uses patented fabric technology from the world’s foremost manufacturer of wrinkle-free dress shirts.
The 66273 WOW Shirt tailored just for women. Now female employees can have the same comfort and great wrinkle free look that’s available in our men’s shirt.

Great Combination
Complete the high image look by combining the WOW Shirt with our comfortable Cargo Pants (270) pg. 15

Available in these colors.

- Navy (20)
- Black (35)
- Khaki (62)

New! Cintas Exclusive

Available in blue or black and in both short and long sleeve styles.
LOOKS that PERFORM
Your Ideal Button-Down
Nothing looks sharper than the classic button-down dress shirt. No-iron and wrinkle resistant. Long sleeves have adjustable cuff buttons. Back box pleat and double yoke with button-down collars and left chest pocket.

Great Combination
Pair the classic button-down shirt with these comfortable, dressy work pants. Smart front pleats and crisp creases for a professional look.

Cargo Pants
Flexible, durable fabric with button closure and reinforced belt loops. Generous side cargo pockets and deep front pockets.

865
Black (35)

270
Khaki (62)
Did you know?

Our Performance Polos are made from 100% polyester microfiber with high wicking capabilities that keep you dry and comfortable.

• Lightweight construction
• Moisture wicking fabric
• Anti-snag and pull technology
• Never-fade blue and black colors
• Sweat and stain resistant
• Unbanded sleeves for freedom of movement
• Tagless label
275 Performance Polo

The Cintas Performance Polo is the first work shirt designed like a workout shirt. Advanced technology keeps wearers cool, dry and comfortable on any job – indoors or out. It resists snags, fading, staining and even hides dirt and sweat, to present a spotless image for your company.

259 ProKnit NG® Polo

Fade resistant, shrink resistant and wrinkle-resistant, they look great wear after wear. Three-button placket and rib-knit cuffs. 100% polyester in sizes S – 4X.

299 Image Knit Polo

Easily laundered, wrinkle-resistant 100% Fortrel polyester. Carefree comfort in sizes S - 4XL.
382 Carhartt Carpenter Jeans
Denim (83)

945 Work Pants
Black (35)

270 Cargo
Khaki (62)
Cintas Comfort Pants®

Cintas delivers a durable pair of pants in four professional styles. Constructed from our exclusive 65/35 poly/cotton Cintas ComfortFLEX™ fabric, Comfort Pants® “give” and recover their shape for comfort and a smart, professional appearance. Includes style 382 from Carhartt!

382 Carhartt Carpenter Jeans
- Denim (83)

945 Work Pants
- Navy (20)
- Brown (50)
- Spruce Green (40)
- Black (35)
- White (00)
- Charcoal (33)

270 Cargo Pants
- Khaki (62)
- Black (35)
- Navy (20)

394 Cintas Jeans
- Denim (83)

381 Carhartt Jeans (not pictured)
- Denim (83)
An ultra-soft, ultra-durable casual classic. Our fade-resistant, shrink-resistant, wrinkle-resistant tee is made from 100% easy-care polyester. Imported.

Sizes: Unisex S-5XL.

A warm-weather workhorse, Cintas Cargo Shorts are designed with a generous retail fit and wider leg openings. For comfort and easy care, we make them from durable 65/35 poly/cotton Cintas ComfortFLEX™ fabric. These shorts are comfortable, durable and provide a sharp appearance day after day. Imported.

Sizes: 28-33 in 1" increments. 34-52 in 2" increments. 11" inseam
Comfort & Performance

Durable, well-constructed cargo shorts are the perfect tool to beat the heat and provide carrying space for all of work’s necessities. When combined with our soft tees, they create a uniform that works hard and beats the heat all day long.
Women employees feel better and work better in clothing designed specifically for female shapes and sizes.

Did you know?
▼ New! 66275 Cintas Women’s Performance Polo
This incredible work shirt is the women’s version of our new Performance Polo for men. Lightweight, moisture wicking and tagless – the most comfortable, and most “image forward” work shirt on the market.
Sizes: XS-3XL | M-3XL Long

▼ Women’s 66528
Designed for comfort with its contour fit and shaped hemline. Imported.
Sizes: XS-5XL, S-5XL Long.
LS 2-30 REG

▼ Women’s 271 Comfort shirt
205 Pocket Comfort shirt
Designed for comfort with its contour fit and shaped hemline. Two lower pockets on style 205 offer added functionality. Narrow placket and tonal, pearlized matching buttons top off this feminine shirt.
Imported.
Sizes: XS-5XL | M-5XL Long

▼ New! 298 Cintas Women’s Polo
Designed for a woman’s body, this polo has a shaped fit and feminine V-neckline with a squared hem. Imported.
Sizes: XS-3XL | M-3XL Long
The Carhartt Difference

Now you can experience the quality and durability of Carhartt Apparel in a Uniform Rental Program. These new garments are Carhartt tough, just like the people who wear them.

The Carhartt Rental Program is exclusive to Cintas.
384 Tradesman Workshirt
The Tradesman Workshirt with banded collar and a contrast interior gives a professional appearance, while the triple stitched construction provides the utmost durability. Double front left chest tradesman pocket with easy angle pen pocket and button closure. Right chest pocket with button closure. Imported/Domestic.

382 Denim Carpenter Jean
The Denim Carpenter Jean is truly Carhartt tough with full seat and thighs, multiple tool pockets and two reinforced back pockets. The 19" leg opening accommodates workboots. Available in Darkstone Shade (83). 11.75 oz. Garment washed 100% cotton denim. Imported/Domestic.

381 Five Pocket Jean
This durable Five Pocket Jean has a relaxed fit through the seat and thigh and sits just below the natural waist for added comfort and movement. Two reinforced back pockets. 14.5 oz. garment washed 100% cotton denim. Imported.

383 The Work Dungaree
The Work Dungaree sits slightly below the natural waist and is full through the seat and thighs, giving more room to work comfortably. Built tough with multiple tool pockets and two reinforced back pockets. The 19" leg opening accommodates work boots. Imported/Domestic.

376 Carhartt Active Jacket
This classic Active Jacket is made with 100% cotton sandstone duck and quilted flannel body for ultimate warmth in harshest conditions. Two inside pockets for added convenience, one welted with a zipper, the other velcro with a patch. Durable triple needle construction on all stress seams. Sizes Small - 5XL. Imported/Domestic.
FR Workwear from Carhartt®

294 Carhartt FR Shirt
Back shoulder pleats for ease of movement and double and triple needle seams provide durability. Button-down collar and button close pocket flaps give a professional look and keep pocket items secure. Lightweight 6.5 oz. fabric.
ATPV 9.5

391 Carhartt FR Coverall
ATPV 8.6

371 Carhartt FR Pant
Tough double and triple needle seam construction for long-lasting service. Back welt pockets with button closure. Melamine button waist closure and front Nomex® zipper comply with industry standards. Lightweight 9 oz. fabric is 88% FR cotton/12% high tenacity nylon twill.
ATPV 12.0

280 Carhartt FR Jean
Traditional five pocket, relaxed fit through seat and thigh, sits just below natural waist for added comfort and movement. 100% FR treat cotton, 14.75 oz., triple needle stitching on main seams for durability, back pocket FR logo, Carhartt logo button closure, boot cut.
ATPV 23.8  HRC 2

280
Denim (83)
**Fire-Resistant Garments**

**7733 7 oz. Tecasafe™ Plus Shirt**
Engineered as a more durable and comfortable alternative to many industrial flame-resistant fabrics, this lightweight fabric is the coolest option available, offering the most comfort for the wearer when compared to other FR garments on the market.
Available in Khaki (62) and Light Blue (80).
Sizes: RG: S-3XL, LN: M-2XL.
ATPV 8.4  HRC 2

**8803 8.5 oz. Tecasafe™ Plus Pant**
Tecasafe™ Plus fabric delivers protection, comfort and durability, giving customers more options for their FRC Uniform program. This lightweight fabric is the coolest option compared to other FR garments on the market. Available in Navy (20).
Sizes: 25-39 (odd sizes) waist, specify inseam
24-54 (even sizes) waist, specify inseam
ATPV 9.3  HRC 2
6728 Indura® Ultra-Soft® Jacket Liner
Made from 7 oz. Ultra Soft® outer shell. Can be worn by itself or with the Ultra Soft® Work Jacket, item 7461. Sports two front pockets and elastic waistband in the back for increased fit and comfort. Available in Black (35). Sizes: S-2XL. ATPV 35.8 HRC 3

8723 Tecasafe™ Coverall
One-piece lay-flat collar made with a concealed snap at top of zipper at neck and elastic waistband at the back. Coverall is made with CoolTouch® Tecasafe™ flame resistant fabrics to provide ultimate comfort and Hazard Risk Category 2 compliance. Available in Navy (20). Sizes: RG: 38-59, LN: 42-58 ATPV 8.4 HRC 2

7461 9.5 oz. Indura® Ultra-Soft® Work Jacket
**64308 TECASAFE™ PLUS Shirt with Reflective Trim**

**64302 Ultra Soft® 88/12 Shirt with Reflective Trim**
Tailored sleeve plackets and a lined, topstitched button-down collar ensure a neat appearance. Enhanced visibility configuration using TECASAFE™ yellow striping and 3M® Scotchlite® 9740 reflective trim. 88% FR treated cotton/12% high-tenacity nylon. Domestic fabric/Manufactured import. 7 oz. weight. Available in Navy (20) and Light Blue (80). Long Sleeve Sizes: RG S-4X, LN M-3XL. ATPV 8.7 HRC 2

**64303 Ultra Soft® 88/12 Pant with Reflective Trim**

**64307 TECASAFE™ PLUS Coverall with Reflective Trim**
One-piece lay-flat collar made with a concealed snap at top of zipper at neck and elastic waistband at the back. Coverall is made with Cooltouch® TECASAFE™ flame resistant fabrics to provide ultimate comfort. Enhanced visibility configuration using TECASAFE™ yellow striping and 3M® Scotchlite® 9740 reflective trim. 45% FR Modacrylic/35% Lyocell/20% Aramid. 7 oz. weight. Available in Navy (20). Even Sizes: Long Sleeve RG 38-58, LN 46-58 ATPV 10.1 HRC 2
ANSI Compliant Garments
65386 ANSI Class 2 Work Shirt
Colorfast 5.5 oz. 100% Polyester woven fabric, 2” Reflective Material sewn on, two button-closure chest pockets
Sizes SS & LS: RG S-6XL – LN M-6XL

69526 ANSI Class 2 T-Shirt
100% spun polyester with wicking technology, left chest pocket, 2” silver industrial laundry friendly 3M® Scotchlite™ reflective materials
Sizes: RG M-4XL

80501 ANSI Class 2 Bomber Jacket
100% Polyester high visibility fabric with 2” reflective trim sewn on, pencil pocket on left sleeve, rib-knit cuff and collar, brass zipper, 872 quilted jacket liner compatible
Sizes: RG M-4XL – L-4XL

65418-71 ANSI Class 3 Work Shirt
Colorfast 5.5 oz. 100% Polyester woven fabric, 2” Reflective Material sewn on, two button-closure chest pockets
Sizes SS & LS: RG – L-6XL; LN – L-3XL
Enhanced Visibility
59912-34 Charcoal Coveralls with Enhanced Visibility
7.5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill, ½" 3M® Scotchlite™ Reflective material sewn onto 2 ½" polyester yellow fabric, two-way zipper, chest and side pockets
Sizes LS only: 38-58 even, 40-54 even

59330 Gray Cotton Work Shirt with Enhanced Visibility
Also offered in (20 Navy) – 6 oz. 100% cotton durable-press fabric with ½" 3M® Scotchlite™ Reflective material sewn onto 2 ½" polyester yellow fabric, two button-through pockets and pencil stall
Sizes LS only: RG S-6XL; LN M-6XL

59945-20 Navy Work Pant with Enhanced Visibility
65/35 poly/cotton Cintas ComfortFLEX® fabric with ½" 3M® Scotchlite™ Reflective material sewn onto 2 ½" polyester yellow fabric
Sizes: 30-50 even waist sizes, specify inseam
Color: Charcoal (34)

59970 Charcoal Jacket with Enhanced Visibility
Offered in (20 Navy) in September 2014
65/35 poly/cotton twill with ½" 3M® Scotchlite™ Reflective material sewn onto 2 ½" polyester yellow fabric, hip-length with quilted nylon lining
Sizes: RG S-5XL; LN M-5XL

59935 Navy Work Shirt with Enhanced Visibility
½" 3M® Scotchlite™ Reflective material sewn onto 2 ½" polyester yellow fabric
Sizes SS & LS: S-6XL – M-5XL
Color: Navy (20), Gray (31) and Charcoal (34)
100% Cotton Comfort & Durability

- 100% Durable-Press Cotton holds its shape
- Two Pockets are handy and look smart
- Pencil Stall keeps pens, pencils neat
- Heavy 6 oz. weight will stand up to hard use
330 100% Cotton Work Shirt
This durable, comfortable work shirt is made from 100% durable-press cotton twill in a substantial 6 oz. weight. Designed for utility and freedom of movement, it features two hex-shaped, button-through front pockets and a pencil stall. Imported. Sizes: S-3XL, long sleeve and short sleeve. M-3XL, extra-long sleeve.

340 Cotton Work Pants
A neat, durable complement to the Cotton Work Shirt. Designed for comfort and made from 100% durable-press cotton, with quarter-top front pockets and two hip pockets. 8.5 oz. Imported. Sizes: 28-34 in 1” increments. 36-44 in 2” increments. Specify inseam length.

910 Cotton Coveralls
Specialty Workware

675
White (00)

833
White (00)
Food Processing

833 Food Processing Shirt®
Designed specifically for the food processing industry. Made for easy movement from breathable 63/35 poly/cotton for comfort and neatness, with snap closures and turned back placket. No pocket. Available in long and short sleeve. Imported. Sizes: XS-3XL.

833 Light Blue (80)
833 White (00)

390/395 Women’s Pants
Enjoy the same features and benefits of Women’s Comfort Pants, but with a hook-and-eye closure. See pp. 16-17 for details.

390 White (00)

675 Comfort Collarless Blouse
A comfortable, easy-care blouse cut full and shaped to be worn untucked for freedom of movement. Made from 65/35 poly/cotton with gripper closures, short sleeves and no pockets. Imported. Sizes: XS-3XL.

675 White (00)

945 Work Pants
Hook-and-eye closure for safety.

945 White (00)

Pharmaceutical

926 Unisex Lapel Coat

926 Light Blue (80)

925 Lab Coat

925 White (00)

925 Light Blue (80)
Coats for Food Service

- Snap Closures for safety
- 7.5 oz. Fabric for long wear
- Patch Pockets and inside chest pocket
- Back Vent for easy movement
82496 Butcher’s Coat with Patch Pockets
Stainless snap closures, back vent and inside chest pocket plus two outer patch pockets. Durable coat of 7.5 oz. 100% polyester. Imported. Sizes: S-3XL. Extended sizes available.

82497 Butcher Coat
Durable coat of 7.5 oz. 100% polyester. Stainless snap closures, back vent, and inside chest pocket. Imported. Sizes: S-3XL. Extended sizes available.

82517 Knit Cuff Butcher Coat

Chef Wear

82670 Chef Coat
Double-breasted with 10 pearl buttons. Left chest and double thermometer pockets. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. Sizes: XS-4XL. Extended sizes available.

71125 Elastic Waist Chef Pant
Drawstring, zipper fly and two hip pockets. 7 oz. plainweave, 100% polyester. Imported. Sizes: S-4XL. Extended sizes available.
Warm & Stylish Outerwear
366 Black (35)

**366 High Image Jacket**
The 65/35 poly/cotton poplin shell of this deluxe jacket stands up to hard use. Features include a storm flap, stand-up collar with contrasting trim, inside chest pocket, pencil pocket in left sleeve, two-button cuffs and elastic waist. Imported.

360 Navy (20)

**360 Lined Windshirt**
Comfortable and durable, with a soft, brushed 65/35 poly/cotton shell and 100% nylon lining, this tough shirt protects from wind and cold and allows free movement. Side pockets, elastic cuffs and waistband. Imported. Available in Navy (20). Sizes: S-4XL regular, M-3XL long.

677 Charcoal (33)

**677 Perma-Lined Sport Jacket**
A neat, durable, fully-lined cool-weather jacket with knit collar, cuffs and waistband, inside chest pocket and slash front pockets. Imported. Sizes: S-4XL regular, M-3XL long.

912 Navy (20)

**912 Coveralls**

376 Carhartt Brown (51)

**376 Carhartt Active Jacket**
This classic Active Jacket is made with 100% cotton sandstone duck and quilted flannel body for ultimate warmth in harshest conditions. Two inside pockets for added convenience, one welted with a zipper, the other velcro with a patch. Durable triple needle construction on all stress seams. Sizes S - 5XL. Imported/Domestic.

970 Navy (20)

**970 Hip-Length Jacket**

912 Navy (20)
Hard Working Shirts

1. 205 Pocket Shirt Dark Blue (19)
   390 Susan Pants Black (35)
2. 66528 Women’s Oxford White (00)
   395 Cathy Cargos Navy (20)
3. 273 WOW Shirt Black (35)
   394 Cintas Jean Denim (83)
4. 675 Food Processing Comfort Collarless Blouse White (00)
   390 Susan Fit Comfort Pants White (00)
5 7733 Tecasafe FR Shirt Khaki (62)
   8803 Tecasafe Work Pants Navy (20)
6 294 Carhartt FR Shirt (80)
   280 Carhartt FR Jeans (83)
7 935 Comfort Shirt Dark Blue (19)
   945 Work Pants Navy (20)
8 298 Women’s Polo Blue (25)
   390 Susan Pants Khaki (62)

9 275 Performance Polo Twilight (22)
   270 Cargo Pants Khaki (62)
10 376 Carhartt Active Jacket Brown (51)
    384 Carhartt Tradesman Workshirt Dark Blue (19)
    382 Carhartt Carpenter Jean Denim (83)
11 384 Carhartt Workshirt Dark Blue (19)
    383 Carhartt Dungaree Brown (51)
12 384 Carhartt Short-Sleeve Shirt Khaki (62)
    383 Carhartt Dungaree (20)
Simplify your operations to save over 4 hours a week – that’s more than 220 hours annually.*

Before

80% of dirt is tracked in from the outside (Institute of Industrial Launderers), and only 10% of dirt is removed from mats when using a vacuum cleaner. (Georgia State University)

Rental scraper and carpet mats trap dirt before it enters your building—saving time spent sweeping and mopping floors.

The proper cleaning tools reduce time changing out dirty mop water.

A managed inventory program for microfiber mops eliminates time spent laundering mops as well as purchasing and storing replacements.

Floor Zone

After

Before
Restroom Zone

41

Save over 2.5 hours a week and improve your appearance – that’s over 3 workweeks a year*.

BEFORE

AFTER

70% of visitors rank a clean restroom as extremely important. (Cintas Research)

Signature Series dispensers mean no stocking or shopping for essential restroom supplies.

Sanis UltraClean® service keeps your restrooms fresh and sanitized, your customers happy, and your employees focused on work.

Cintas manages your restroom supply inventory and services the dispensers with a tailored schedule that fits your business.

*All times are based on the following factors: 7 day operation, 1000 sq. feet of cleanable space, restroom with two toilets and two sinks.
Focus on your food by saving over 1.5 hours a week - annually that is almost 2 full work weeks.*

A poor health inspection rating can translate into a serious downturn in business, whereas a clean rating can increase revenue by at least 6%. (Restaurant Business)

Kitchen Zone

- Keep your kitchen safe and sanitary with drains that flow freely. Avoid time-consuming pump outs and costly emergencies.

- Cintas provides you with fresh aprons and towels, saving you time by eliminating time spent managing inventory and laundering.

- Protect your floors and employees with lightweight Dura-Lite mats that are easier to clean.
Convenient, worry-free supplies mean fewer emergency trips and saving 2.5 hours a week – that’s 3.5 workweeks a year*.

Cleaning chemical dilution systems can reduce chemical usage by as much as 30% versus concentrates (ISSA) while also saving valuable time.

- Easily locate the right cleaning chemicals and save time purchasing, inventorying and diluting them.
- Weekly delivery of longer lasting products means your customers won’t find empty dispensers, and you will save time re-filling them.
- Quickly pick up spills and perform light cleaning without preparing a traditional mop and bucket.

*All times are based on the following factors: 7 day operation, 1000 sq. feet of cleanable space, restroom with two toilets and two sinks.
Cintas also offers many other products and services, including:

- Custom Floor Mats
- Restroom Services & Supplies
- First Aid & Safety
- Fire Protection Services
- Promotional Products

Call 1.800.CINTAS1   www.cintas.com